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Quick: Write  
This Down

If you walk away from this session today with 
only one piece of information, it should be this.

To write better content that converts, keep 
these 3 things in mind:

    Optimization

    Engaging

    Hyperlocal  



But First, Let’s
Introduce Ourselves
We’re Content Coordinators! 
Our day-to-day workload includes:

    Optimizing Content for Google’s 
    Search Engine (SEO)

    Writing blogs, long-form copy, 
    and homepage copy

    Crafting email marketing campaigns

    Grammar, editing, and research



Secret #1: SEO
Search Engine Optimization helps a user find  
your website using Google.

To write with SEO in mind, make sure  
your content:

    Answers people’s questions

    Provides useful and original information

    Is engaging and authentic

    Is free of jargon

    RankBrain



Secret #1: SEO (Cont.)
The bread and butter of your SEO is:

    Title Tag

    Meta Description

    URL

Remember, it’s a marathon—not a race. Update 
your content frequently throughout the year for 
the best results. A little work at a time goes a 
long way.



Don’t Let This Happen to You
Your content must be original.

You cannot copy/paste it from Wikipedia, a municipality website, or 
another agent’s site.

When you copy/paste, Google dings you and won’t show your 
website to anybody.



Secret #2:
Well-Written 
Content

Put yourself in your client’s shoes. If you’re looking for 
information about a neighborhood, what do you want to 
see?

Content that is:

   Full of typos

   Incorrect grammar

   Inaccurate Information?

Probably not.



Secret #2:
Well-Written Copy (Cont.)

Trust us, the Search Engines know when 
your copy isn’t well-written, and so do your 
clients. User experience is key. 

A surefire way to boost your site’s SEO 
and reel in leads (without overdoing the 
keywords)?

Dwell Time.



Secret #2:
Well-Written Copy (Cont.)
Optimize your content for both user experience and SEO.  Through your copy, you must: 
 
    Rank for keywords organically 
    (and ones that are spelled incorrectly)

Format appropriately (and for mobile users)

Convert new leads



Instill E-A-T
    
   E: Expertise (in-depth)

   A: Authority (helpful)

   T: Trustworthiness (evidence)

Secret #2:
Well-Written
Copy (Cont.)



A Few Examples



A Few Examples



Why Spellcheck Matters
Don’t let this happen to you:



Secret #3: Make Your Content 
Hyperlocal

Users want a local expert.
Your content should demonstrate:

You know this area like a local (because you are one!)

Your knowledge is valuable to buyers and sellers

Unlike Zillow, you have a realistic understanding  
of this unique market.



How to Flex Your
Hyperlocal Knowledge

Blogs and articles on local events and things to do

Landing pages with unique saved searches

A guide on buying a type of real estate specific to your area



Attractions & Events
Blogs and articles about Local Events



A Few
Hyperlocal 
Examples



A Few
Hyperlocal Examples

Unique Search Options



Want to Write Content 
that Converts?

Here’s What You’ll Need:

SEO knowledge

Good grammar and tone-shift skills

Research capabilities: the Fair Housing Act

Basic HTML knowledge





The Formula for Success

We started with three things to remember, now let’s wrap it 
up with another three. No matter what, your copy should be:

Comprehensive

Authoritative
Evergreen



Any Questions?



Thank you for attending
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